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Abstract!
Segmentation of people in images is still nowadays a very challenging and difficult problem in computer vision. There exist lots of possible applications for people segmentation such as
surveillance, patient caregiving or human-computer interaction. State-of-the-art approaches mainly consist in the usage of color images recorded by cameras or, more recently, with the
launch of RGB-Depth devices - such as Microsoft® Kinect™ -, the usage of detph maps in combination with information provided by the color cue. In this context, we propose adding a
third modality that is the thermal imagery got from thermal infrared cameras, thus complementing other information sources and making easier the segmentation task [1]. Although
thermal cameras are relatively expensive devices, their market price is lowering substantially every year. The main contribution of this paper is a novel tri-modal database of people acting
in three different scenes, consisting of more than 2000 frames each one, in which three different subjects appear and interact with objects performing different actions such as reading,
working on a laptop or speaking by phone. In addition, a human segmentation baseline methodology is proposed. Having the modalities already registered (from a previous work),
background subtraction is initially performed in each of the modalities in order to extract candidate subject and object regions. Then, in the training phase, subject regions are described at
pixel-level using particular descriptors in each of the modalities [2,3]. Once the subject pixels have been described in all the modalities, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) are learnt. These
GMMs are the ones used in the testing phase to compute the probabilities of being a subject pixel in the different modalities. Finally, the probability maps are fused in an optimization
graph-cuts framework [4].!

Method!
• Background subraction is performed in each modality separately.
Then, foreground regions are fused and aligned by re-scaling of
nearest detected regions.!
• The segmented foreground regions are divided in a m-by-n grid of
cells.!
• Pixels are described using particular descriptors in the different
modalities.!
• A set of GMMs are trained; one for each of the cells and for each
modality. Moreover, subjects and objects are trained separately, thus
having:!
!
!2 * #modalities * m * n GMMs.!
!

• At testing time, the process is repeated so as to obtain for each test
image the subject and object probability maps.!
• The probability maps are fused using the Graph Cuts optimization
framework.!
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